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 The situation on Iraq during this week could be best described as a deadlock. After 

Secretary of State Colin Powell’s speech in the Security Council on February 5, which fell short 

of convincing any of the veto-wielding European countries to support the United States in their 

military quest to disarm Iraq, both Bush’s allies in Europe and his opposition in the face of 

Germany and France were waiting for the decisive report of the U.N. chief inspectors. In the 

wake of Iraq’s declared will to cooperate last weekend, both sides in the political dispute on the 

right course of action against Saddam Hussein tried to push their cause and reaffirm their 

unchanged position.  

 France, offering an alternative to the United States’ drive to disarm Iraq by force, 

presented a plan to the Security Council for continuing and strengthening the weapons 

inspections. Although the French Foreign Minister, Dominique de Villepin, was positive that in 

order to disarm, the Iraqi regime should be pushed up against the wall, he pointed out that only 

Mr.Blix and Mr.ElBaradei, the U.N chief inspectors, can determine the extent of Iraqi 

cooperation. Another proof of the firm anti-war position of the main European powers was the 

joint declaration of Russia, Germany, and France issued by the French President Jacques Chirac 

on Monday. The text of the declaration expressed those countries unshaken belief that the 

inspections” have already produced results” and “the use of force can only be considered as a last 

resort.”  



 Mr.Blix’s report on the development of the inspections on February 14 did not help much 

to resolve the political crisis. He made it clear that Iraqi officials had continued to give only 

mixed results in terms of cooperation. Besides, important documents that prove the alleged 

destruction of biological and chemical weapons had not been accounted for. 

 Mr.Blix’s report made it possible for the opposing factions within the Security Council to 

draw their own conclusions. To the United States, the results of the inspectors’ work were 

undeniable proof that Saddam Hussein was trying to play hide-and-seek with the international 

community while winning time to prepare for a deadly offensive against America or its allies. 

Yet, there was no sharp attack on the part of Colin Powell against his European colleagues who 

oppose a military intervention. It seems that, for the time being, the United States has decided to 

wait at least until mid-March when the weapons inspectors are supposed to deliver their next 

report. 

 Not that the Bush’s administration has changed its position in any aspect. It might take 

another month for the United States and Great Britain to deploy the necessary amount of troops 

and equipment in the Persian Gulf. Until then, it would be wise for the US diplomacy to give 

Germany and France one more chance to change their anti-war stand. In Colin Powell’s view, 

another report will only prove Iraqi unwillingness to present basic evidence of disarmament, let 

alone “immediate, active, and unconditional cooperation” required by Resolution 1441. In this 

case, war will be the only reasonable solution. 

 On the other hand, France and Germany seem to be adhering to the old-fashioned Cold 

War method of containment. In their view, the current policy of sanctions and inspections have 

prevented Saddam Hussein from using any of his weapons against its neighbors or any other 

country in the past 11 years. It is undeniable that the Iraqi dictator showed signs of boldness 



during the 1980s when the United States used his militancy as a curb to the fundamentalist 

regime in Iran. Since the Gulf War in 1991, though, he has been successfully contained with the 

joint efforts of the international community. The Gulf War, however, established a very 

disturbing precedent for the United States. Saddam Hussein’s aggression against Israel during 

the war showed how unpredictable the Iraqi leader could be if attacked. With all the weapons of 

mass destruction in his possession, no one really knows what he could attempt to do in case of a 

US military strike. 


